News 2018
New Surfaces Nordic Oak
& White Lacquer Postforming, Series
Copenhagen & Aalto and accessories
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LEBO doors
Made for your life
Dear customer, dear partner,
the time has come: You are holding our novelty catalogue
2018 in your hands!
Door leaf and frame have become much more than
a „movable wall“ or a classic element of the interior
construction. Therefore, our team at LEBO sees both as
an integral part of the furnishing concept, which is used
according to your own understanding.
In a modern interior, it is often better to let the door
element merge discreetly with the space, as we show with
our new series Aalto - a tribute to Alvar Aalto, one of the
fathers of modernity. In some styles of living, however, the
element may also take on the role of a fully valid furniture
piece and major style element - like the models in our new
Copenhagen series.
The LEBO team is constantly striving to put its excellent
products in the right light. Often some details require a
second look, such as hinges that are no longer visible,
a pleasant feeling when opening and closing the door,
or a particularly even-looking surface. Also in terms of
accessories you will find interesting novelties that make our
products even more attractive.
We wish you a lot of joy and inspiration while reading…

Ralf Schwung
Managing Director
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Nordic Oak

Smooth element, Lebolit PREMIUM Nordic Cross Oak,
single leaf, RR frame, hinges V4426 WF

The Nordic Oak surface picks up the Scandinavian
design trend: light-coloured, cool wood looks, which
are excellent partners for other Nordic wood species
such as spruce or pine, and harmonise with lightcoloured and neutral colours such as grey, white or
beige. An individual eyecatcher or targeted accents in
dark grey, black or dark blue make the look even more
interesting.
The particular advantages:
99 great alternatives to CPL white
99 completes the LEBO CPL product range perfectly
by adding a greyish decor with wood texture
99 Apart from the price, almost indistinguishable
from real wood
99 hard-wearing properties of CPL
and thus particularly durable
Lebolit PREMIUM

Lebolit PREMIUM

Nordic Oak

Nordic Oak Cross
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Copenhagen series

Copenhagen 10

Copenhagen 20

Copenhagen 32

Copenhagen 33

Copenhagen 40

Copenhagen 41
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Light openings:

10 1 LA
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20 1 LA

31 2 LA

32 1 LA

32 2 LA

32 3 LA

40 1 LA

40 2 LA

41 1 LA

41 3 LA

Harmonious: RP 17 frame

Copenhagen series

Copenhagen 31, White Lacquer 9010, single leaf, Frame RP 17, Hinges V4426 WF

Copenhagen series - life in the Nordic country house style
The Nordic style is characterised by light and natural colours,

The particular advantages:

coupled with umpretentious design and clear shapes. This

99 Available in White Lacquer 9010 and 9016, and RAL/NCS

ambience fulfils your need for a light and pleasant mood. The

99 Particularly harmonious in combination with the RP17 frame

Copenhagen series fits perfectly into this furnishing: the wide

99 Lush, multi-coat lacquering

milling has clear lines, the plain design is nevertheless homely.

99 Discreet 25mm milling
99 Attractive value for money offer for country house doors
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Aalto series

Aalto: frame White Lacquer 9010, glass satinated, hinges TEG 310 2D
Element in full flush, White Lacquer 9010

Aalto series - flush surface unites function and aesthetics
99 As the door leaf, frame and hinges lie in one plane, the Aalto series forms a perfect
partner for our other flush elements.
99 The stylish handle and the minimalistic hinges integrate far more harmoniously into
the element than conventional solutions.
99 The closing magnet and magnet plate on the door enable non-contact and
noiseless closing
The particular properties:
99 Maximum load value of 60 kg, which corresponds to a dimension
of 10 x 1,000 x 2,300 mm
99 8 mm and 10 mm ESG (tempered security glass) can be used
99 The U-profile of the hinge retains the door leaf and ensures that
the full-glass door leaf sits perfectly.
99 The clamps enable simple and individual setting of the correct door position
99 Secure fixing
The uncomplicated handling:
99 There are absolutely no drillholes, so that no more devices are necessary.
Use of the magnetic closure and a bondable handle does not require
any machining of the glass
99 The opening direction and hinge side thus remain variable (distinction of the door
leaf between right-hung and left-hung no longer necessary)
Aalto: frame Mixture Anthracite,
glass satinated, hinges TEG 310 2D
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New accessories
It is worthwhile to pay attention to small details so that you will enjoy your door elements for a long time. And to ensure that everything
fits, in addition to all kinds of different locks, design hinges and push-bars, we also offer the suitable door handles.
Your advantages:
99 Handles fit to the lock - guaranteed
99 Coordinated design of the
handles for full-glass and
wooden doors!
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L297 L-shaped standard set

Lucia design set

Lucia design set

Matt stainless steel

Matt stainless steel

Professional matt stainless steel

Alessia design set

Loredana design set

Carla Square design set

Matt stainless steel

Professional matt stainless steel

Matt stainless steel

Our Tectus hinge for rebated internal residential doors is also NEW!
The particular advantages:
99 Completely concealed hinge system for rebated internal residential doors
99 For wooden, steel and aluminium frames
99 Hinge pocket closed at the side for a homogeneous look
99 Easy 3D adjustment (side +/- 3.0 mm, height +/- 3.0 mm, pressure +/- 1.0 mm)
99 Maintenance-free bearings technology
99 Load capacity: 60.0 kg
99 Opening angle: 180°
Tectus 380 3D
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With kind regards

Lebo GmbH
Händelstraße 15 | 46395 Bocholt | GERMANY
Tel.: +49 2871 9503-0
Fax: +49 2871 9503-109
email: mail@lebo.de
www.lebo.de
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